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CONSTRUCTIONS OF THE REDUCED PRODUCT TYPE-II 
S. Y. HUSSEINI’ 
(Receired 4 ,Lfa,v 1964 and it1 recked form 25 duqrr.rt 196-+) 
INTRODUCTIOS 
IN [I] we introduced the notion of a relation on a special complex and showed that X 
generates a universal H-complex module a given relation. Althcugh many loopspaces 
admit a representation of the reduced product type. still the notion is too narrow to allow 
many others (such as the loopspaces of the Stiefel manifolds which occur in the problem 
of Bott [I]) to have representations of this type. As u-e observed in [I]. \ve need an appro- 
priate notion of many relations and a suitable construction that handles them. The aim of 
this paper is to offer such a notion and a corresponding construction. 
If we think of a relation in the old sense of [l] to be a relation in t1c.o variables, then 
clearly a relation in r variables is a special complex M,(X) lvhich includes the r-fold reduced 
product of James [4] as a subcomplex. Thus the general notion of a set of relations on X 
is to be a special complex in which x‘can be multiplied by itself at most k times and which 
has a filtration by subcomplexes M,(X) denoting relations in r variables on X. The precise 
definition is given in $1 belou. In $3 we describe how X generates a universal associative 
H-complex M(X) modulo a given set of relations. The construction we give is in the spirit 
of James’ construction of the reduced product complex [4] and is quite a bit simpler than 
the one we offered in [i] for the case of one relation. Since LW(X) is associative. it is of the 
homotypy type of a loopspace QK. In $4 below we investigate the converse problem of 
how to represent a given RK as a complex M(X) for a suitable set of relations on X. If K 
is a suspension S A L, then, accordin g to James [4], RK is of the homotopy type of the 
reduced product complex L,. Starting with this case, one reduces the problem to that of 
describing how K changes when the set of relations lvhich determines RK is enlarged. 
The precise result is given in $3; it is a generalization of the result we gave in [2] for the 
case of one relation. A consequence of this is that RK albvays has a representation of the 
reduced product type when K is finite. But these representations are not unique, and the 
choice of one rather than the other depends upon the nature of the problem and what one 
wants the representation to do. For e.xample. if one observes that the Pontryagin algebra 
N,(RK) is generated by H,(X), one usually seeks relations on X~vhich reflect the manner in 
t This paper was written while the author was supported in part by NSF Grant GP-2244. 
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which H,(X) generates H,(RK). This is Bott’s problem. a case of which we discussed in 
[l]. Many problems suggest relations which are combinatorial in nature. As an illustration, 
we give in \$4 a reformulation of Stasheff‘s theory of .A,-structures [j]. (The very first case 
of homotopy-associativity is carried out in [2]). One attractive feature of this reformulation 
is its simplicity and naturality. It also suggests an algorithm for dealing with other pro- 
perties such as homotopy-commutativity. For a more detailed discussion, see $4 below. 
S 1. PRJZLIivIINARIES 
Suppose X is a countable CW-complex with a single O-cell e”. Following James, we 
call such an X a special complex and, as usual. take e” to be the basepointy of X. Define 
M,(X) to be the complex consisting of the single cell e” and M,(X) to be X. Consider the 
sequence of special complexes 
iM,(X), M,(X), ... 1 hf~(X), 
where M,(X) is a subcomplex of MP+ 1 (X). k > p 2 0. Assume that for every pair of 
integers p, q with p + q I k, there is a cellular map 
V7p.rl:M&7(x>  M,(X) + Mpiq(ro (1.1) 
with the following properties : 
the basepoint e” is an identity.for the mappings v~,~, i.e. U.l), 
vJ-Y, e”) = r?,,,(e’, X) = r. 
for all x in M,(X) ; 
any two maps qP,p and qPj,q, agree on their common domain of definition ; and (1. l)b 
the maps qP,4 are associatice, i.e. (1.1), 
Vp+q,r(Vp,q x 1) = VP.4+‘(1 x VJ 
whenever the maps are defined. 
Roughly speaking, what we have is a filtered special complex Mk(X) with a multi- 
plication partially defined on it in such a way that it is associative with a two-sided identity 
and the filtration index of the product of two elements is the sum of filtration indices of 
the two elements. 
Besides (1. I),, (1. l)d, and (1. 1),, we need another condition to the effect that the product 
of a cell of M,(x) by a cell ofM,(X) is a cell of M,+,(x). To express this condition precisely, 
we note that according to (1 .I), the mappings vP,q-l and qP_ 1,4 induce together a cellular 
mapping 
BP,4:1?4P x &-I v M,_, x IV, -+ lM,+,_l, (1.2) 
where Mi stands for M,(X). By definition, 
CM,(X), M&m = M,+,- IGO %,.,qm x fiJ,CX)> (1.3) 
where M,(X) x M,(X) is attached to MP+4_1(X) by the map 6,,,. It is easy to see that 
+ We assume tacitly throughout that a space has a basepoint and that a map preserves basepoints. 
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[‘M,(X), M,(X)] is again a special complex which contains M,,,_l(X) as a special sub- 
complex. The condition we are seeking is the following: 
the special complex [,M,(X), M&X)] is a subcomplex of&I,+,(X), (1.1), 
for all p. (I 2 0 and p f q 5 k, the inclusion being induced by qPs4. 
DEFINITION (1.4). Suppose A’ is a special complex Lvith basepoinr e” as its single 0-certex, 
and let 
e” = M,(X) c .V,(X) = XC M2(X) c . c MJX) 
be an ascending sequence of special complexes; and assunle that, for euery pair qf integers 
p, q 2 0 such that p + q I k. rve are giren a crllular mapping 
Yl P,y:‘MP(o x IM,(X) -+ I~~~,,(X>, 
subject to the conditions (1. l),, (1. l)b, (1. I), and (1. l)d given aboce. Then we say that 
:%JX) = (M,(X), M,(X), . . . 1 M,(X); qp,,J 
is a set of relations in k variables in X. 
It may very well happen that, for some of the integers p I k, M,(X) is the union of 
the images of the complexes M7(X) x M,(X) by the maps v,.~, in which case the relation 
M,(X) is, in a sense, dependent upon the previous relations MS(X), for s < p, and does not 
therefore add any more restrictions on the multiplications qr,q. 
Examples (1.5). (i) A relation in the sense of [I] is just a relation in two variables. 
(ii) Suppose X is a special complex, and let X,, be the p-fold reduced product of 
James [3]. Then, if we put 
M,(X) = X, 
and define vPVq to be the natural mappings, we get a set of relations on X in k-variables. 
We call this set the free set of relations. 
(iii) In $4 we give more examples relevant to Stasheff’s A,-structures [S] 
DEFINITION (1.6). Suppose X rn~i X’ are special compfeses. A map of one set of rela- 
tions on X, 
gk(X) = (iv,(X), Iv,(X), . . . , bfkC-0; V’p.q)r 
into another set of relations on X’, 
a;(Y) = (M,(X’), M,(X’), , M,CS’); T&J, 
is gic;en b,v a set of mappings ( fo, ,,fk) such that. for p = 0, . . . , k,.f, takes M,(X) into 
rM,( X’), and 
Ilb.,(f, x r,) =fP+4%*q~ 
for all p and q such that p + q 5 k. 
Recall that an H-complex is a special complex with an associative multiplication which 
is cellular and for which the single O-cell of the complex is the identity [I, $21. 
DEFINITION (1.7). Suppose that M(X) 1s an H-complex with multiplication CL, and assume 
that M(X) is filtered by suhcompleses 
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M,(X) = {e”) = M,(X) = Xc . . . c ir-l,(X) c 
such fhaf r takes .ti,(X) x ,\fq(X) into MpLq(X)f or all p and q. Then we say that M(X) is 
n complex of the reduced product type ifand only ifrhere exists an integer k such that the set 
d,(X) = (M,(X), M,(X), . . . , 1LI,(X); rpJ 
where iyp 4 = 11 M,(X) x M&X), is a set of relcrtions in the sense of Definition (1.4), and, 
for P > k 
M,(X) = IJ &,,Wr(X) x EM,). 
r+s=p, r,s>O 
Under these circumstcmces rr-e suy that M(X) is generated by 2,(X). 
Thus the reduced product complex of James is an example of this kind, as it is generated 
by the free relation on two variables. Moreover, the H-complexes introduced in [l] are 
also complexes of the reduced product type generated by a relation on two variables. 
We shall give other examples in $4. Quite often an H-complex can profitably be 
studied by looking at it as a complex of the reduced product type (see $4); many of the 
properties of M(X) are, in a sense, concentrated in the set 9Zk(X). 
Remark (1.8). It may seem that the notion of a complex of the reduced product 
type as we define it here is so general that any H-complex K whatsoever, if filtered by its 
p-skeletons KP, is a comptex of this kind. It is true that the multiplication in K, being 
cellular, takes KP x Kq into K pfq, but this does not necessarily give a representation for K 
as a complex of the reduced product type. Condition (1.1), may fail to be satisfied for one 
thing and, for another, it may not be true that any p-cell of K is a product of q-cells where 
y I k, for some fixed k. 
52. UMVERSAL COMPLEXES OF THE REDUCED PRODUCT TYPE 
Suppose X is a special complex, and let 
%AX) = (lM,(X), ” 7 M,(X) ; VP&J 
be a set of relations on X in the sense of Definition (1.4). 
Our aim in this section is to construct a complex of the reduced product type which is 
universal with respect to these relations. Our point of view here is different from that in [l] 
but akin to that of James in [3]. 
By definition, an element x, in M,(X) but not in :M;_,(X), is of index i; the basepoint 
e” of X is of index 0 : the index of an element (x1, , x,,) of the m fold Cartesian product 
(Mk(X))m is 5 index (xi). Suppose S,,, is the set of elements of (i2fk(X))m of index Sm. 
j=l 
Then 
S, = u (M,,(X), ‘. ‘3 ~f,,,pN, 
(II. .rm) 
where the sum is taken over all sequences (rI, . , r,) such that ri 2 0 and 5 ri = m. There- 
I= 1 
fore S, is a subcomplex of (Mk(X))m. 
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DEFNTION (2.1). Suppose a = (x,, : x,) and cz' = (xi, . . . , ,rb) are trvo efemenrs of 
S,. a’ is said to be an amalgam of 0 if and only if there is an index i < m such that 
.KI = x;, for r<i and r>i+l, 
q(Si, .~i~ 1) = x;, and t?’ = Sf+l, 
\r,here q stands for the appropritrre map qp,4 of xk( X). Two elements CI trnd b of S,,, nre said to 
be equivalent &f-and only if there is a chain of elements ~1,) , a, o/‘S,,, such that a = aI, b = an, 
and any tkr.0 consecutice elements of the chain we such thnt one is an amalgam of’ the other. 
Note that the relation of equivalence of Definition (2.1) is reflexive, symmetric, and 
transitive. (Note also that t\vo equivalent elements have the same index.) Define MA(X) 
to be S, modulo this equivalence relation, and give it the quotient topology. Denote by 
;‘,,, the natural projection of S, onto M;,(X). Since the maps qP,q of the set of relations 
Zk(X) are associative, it follows that the juxtaposition map of 5, x .S, into S,,, induces a 
continuous map 
&.s : M;(x) x M~iX) -+ M;,,(x). iw,,, 
By definition, let 
[M;(x), M;(x)] = M;(x-, u (M;(X) x M;(x)), (2.3),,, 
where f = r + s - 1 and Al:(X) x M;(X) is attached to Ml(X) by the map M:_,(X) x 
.U;(X) u iVI;(X) x M:_,(X) into M,‘(X) induced by the appropriate maps qb.r( (see 
(1.3) of $1). 
THEOREM (2.4),. MA(X) inherits naturally from S,, o cellular structure which mnkes 
it a special complex w*ith the folIo~Yng properties : 
(a),,, there is a natural imbedding /?,_ I of Mk- ,(X) in ML(X) OS a subcomplex; 
(b), lfr + s = m, thzn the mnp q;,, of (2.2),., is cellular, and [M:(X), M:(X)] of(2.3),,, 
is n special complex imbedded in M;(X) as n subcomplex, the imbedding being induced by 
4. (see (l.l), of $1). 
(c), if m 5 k, then M;(X) is naturally isomorphic to M,,,(X) qf .%Ta(X), and v:.,,_~ is 
equal to vr.m-r of gk(X) for r I m I k. 
Proof. The theorem is certainly true for HI = 1, since M,(X) = S, = M;(X). Suppose 
we have proved it for r 5 m - 1. We wish to do the same for r = m. For simplicity we 
shall prove the theorem under the assumption that m > k, i.e. that (c), is true. (The com- 
plete argument can easily be obtained from the one given here.) Let us also agree to write, 
for simplicity, M, for M:(X) if r > k and for both M:(X) and /M,(X) if r I k. Consider 
now the special complex 
K, = i; [hi,-,, M,] 
obtained by attaching the complexes [Mm_,, M,] to each other along their common sub- 
complex M,_1. We wish to factor the projection y,,, of S, onto M,,, through K,,,. For this 
purpose it is useful to adopt the following convention. If (sl, . ,s,) is a sequence of integers 
si > 0 such that 5 si = 171 and n 5 m, let (M,, . . , MS,) be the subcomplex of S,,, equal to 
i=l 
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lJ (MP,, . . . ,M?_). where the sum is taken over all m-tuples of integers ri 2 0 
(r1. . . . rm) 
which can be obtained from (si, . . . , s,) by inserting (m - n) zeroes but keeping the relative 
order of the si’s the same. For example, if nr = 3 
(Ml. M,) = 04, x Ml x Ma) u (M, x MO x M,) u (M, x 24, x Mz). 
Note that 
s, = u (M,,, . . , h1.J 
(Sl. 92”) 
where the sum ranges over all n-tuples (sr. . . . , s,) such that 11 5 m, si > 0, and 5 sI = m. 
i=l 
Now we use the composition 
$X1 
M,, x . . . x MS” -+ M,_,, x M,” --+ CM,-,,, M,,], 
where 7 is the product of the appropriate maps qP,4 and the second map is the natural 
projection, to define a cellular map pm1 (MS,, , MS,) of (MS,, . . . , M,,) into [itl,,,_-S,r M,,] 
which takes all elements of index _< m - 1 into M,,,_ ,. Sincelthe’intersection of any two 
distinct complexes (M,,, . . , MS,) consists entirely of elements of index I m - 1, and since 
the maps v,,.~ are associative, any two pm\ (M,,, . . . , MS,,) agree on their common domain 
of definition and hence yield a cellular map p, of S, onto K,. It is easy to see that there is 
a unique map tl/” of K,,, onto IV,, such that yn, = $,p,,. 
Now note that K,,, has the identification topology defined by P,,,, while $4, has that 
defined by tin,. To finish the proof of the theorem, observe that $,,, is the identity on 
M,,,_, and that on the rest of K,,, it can be described as follows. Consider the complex 
[IV,,,_,, Mp, 1\4q] with p + q = r I k obtained by attaching M,,,_, x Mp x M, to M,,,_, by 
the mapping 
(AJ&,,_,_~ x M, x M,) u (Mm,_, x M,,_, x MJ u (M,,,_, + M, x Al,_,) + M,,,_, 
induced by the appropriate v,,~. According to the induction hypothesis and (1.4), of $1, 
the maps ~~__~,~x 1 and 1 x qPsq induce imbeddings of [M,_r,‘M,,‘Mq] as a subcomplex 
into [M,-,+P, M,] and [M,,,_,, Mr] respectively. The map 1,,9~ attaches [M,_,, M7] to the 
image of u [M,,,_,, MS] in M,, along the image of [M,_,, M,, MJ for q = 1. . . . , p - 1. 
s<r 
Thus M,, is a special complex. That it satisfies the conditions of the theorem can easily 
be verified. 
Henceforth we shall identify [M,, M,,,_,] with its homeomorphic image in M,,,. 
COROLLARY (2.5). Szlppose m > k 1 r 2 1. Then if r < s, [Mm_,, MS] n [IV,,,_,, M,] is 
isomorphic to [AI,,,_,, MS_,. M?]. Moreover, M,,, is the union of the complexes [M,,,_,, M,] 
forr=l,...,k. 
The preceding corollary is most useful when one is interested in the homology groups 
H,(M,,,) (see 98 below). We shall write throughout this paper M,,,(X) for M’,(X) for the 
sake of simplicity and, by definition, let 
M(X) = lim M,(X). (2.6) 
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Then ‘M(X) is a special complex. Let 2: ,V(X) x ?il(X) + A4(X) be the juxtaposition map 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem (2.4). 
THEOREM (2.7). 2 de$nes an associatice multiplication on M(X) with respect to which 
e” is the identity. Moreocer. z is cellular and is such that 
2 / lM,(X) x M,(X) = VP&, 
for p + q I k, inhere the maps qP,4 are those bchich come with the set of relations W,(X). 
In this fashion ,V( X) becomes a complex of the reduced product t)‘pe. 
Before proceeding any further, we need the following. 
DEFINITION (2.8). Suppose X is a special complex, and let 
8,(X) = (M,(X), M,(X), .., , MJX): YIP,‘,) 
be a set of relations on X as in Definition (1 .J) of $1. Assume that A is an associatice H-space. 
Then we say that a map 
,/‘: X- .-I 
satisfies the set of relatiorls gk(X) if and onl,v iff can be extended, for each p I k, to a map 
f, : M,(X) -+ A 
slcch that 
fCV’lJ = a (f, x f,), 
where q + r = p and rl is the multiplication in A. 
The following result says that the H-complex iM(X) of (2.6) determined by Bk(X) is 
universal. 
THEOREM (2.9). Suppose 
.%(X) = W,(X), ... , MAX); qp.J 
is a set of relations on the special complex X. If 
_f: X--+A 
is a map of X into the associatice H-space A which satisfies the set of relations .9,(X). then f 
can be extended to a unique homomorphism 
.fx : IM(X) -+A, 
where M(X) is the complex of the reduced product type generated by X module %,JX). 
Moreover, f, is cellular if A is an H-complex and f is cellular. 
The proof is straightforward. 
53. THE REPRESENTATION OF A LOOPSPACE AS A COMPLEX OF THE 
REDUCED PRODUCT TYPE 
In this section we shall consider the following problem (see [l], [2]). 
ProbZem (3.1). Suppose K is a special complex, and let RK be its space of loops. 
(We assume in this paper that RK is the Moore space of paths with its associative 
E 
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multiplication.) Does there exist a special complex X. a set of relations d,(X) on X, 
and a homomorphism 
f’: M(X) -+ RK. 
where M(X) is the complex of the reduced product type generated by X modulo .9,(X) 
(as in 52), which is a homotopy-equivalence? 
Although Problem (3.1) is related to Problem (2) of $3 of [I] in some ways. it never- 
theless differs from it in an essential way. In [I, $31 one is given a special complex X whose 
homology H,(X; Z) generates the Pontryagin algebra H,(RK; Z) in a way which suggests 
a certain type of relations on X. (For example. in $3 of [l] the suggested relations are what 
we called homology-commutative.) The problem there is to find relations of the suggested 
type such that the H-complex generated by X modulo the relations is of the homotopy-type 
of !2K, whereas here we are concerned with finding whether RKcan be represented as a com- 
plex of the reduced product type in any way at all. A possible approach to the problem is 
suggested by the results of $2 of [2]; this leads us to Theorem (3.9) below, an immediate 
consequence of which is that when K is finite, then RK can always be represented as a com- 
plex of the reduced product type. (This condition is by no means necessary. For example, 
take K to be the suspension of a special complex which is not finite; then RS A Xcan be 
represented as the reduced product complex X, of James [3].) 
Suppose now that there is a special complex X and a set of relations 
%(X) = W,(X), ibft(X), .” , hfk(x); qp.J (3.2) 
in the sense of Definition (1.4) of $1. Assume there is a map 
f:X-+RK (3.3) 
which satisfies the set of relations gk(X) in the sense of (2.8) of $2 and is such that the 
induced homomorphism 
f, : M(X) -+ RK (3.4) 
is a homotopy-equivalence, M(X) being the complex of the reduced product type generated 
by X modulo W,(X). Assume further that we are given a special complex L which is a 
suspension, i.e. 
L=S/d, (3.5) 
where ,? is a special complex, together with a cellular mapping 
g:L-+K (3.6) 
such that the adjoint mapping 
g:L--+QK (3.7) 
can be deformed so that it takes L into the subcomplex M,,(X) of M(X) for some integer 
n 2 2. (Since the mapping f, of (3.4) is a homotopy equivalence by assumption, S can 
be assumed to take L into M(X).) By definition, let 
A,(X) = M,(X), for i < n, and) 
:ii,(X) = M”(X) LJ 7-(E), i 
(3.8) 
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where the cone r(L) is attached to M,(X) by Q. Let ij,., be the natural maps defined by the 
multiplication of .M(X). Then we have 
THEOREM (3.9). The set 
.2,(X) = (i&)(X), A,(X). . . . ) ,L’I,(X): tjp.J, 
where the complexes &?fi(X) are those of (3.8). is a set of relations on X. Moreocer. if A(X) 
is the complex sf the reduced product type generated by X module 3JX). then there is a 
homomorphism 
J:, : iii(X) -+ R(Ku T(L)) 
which is a homotopy-equicafence and tvhich is an extension off,. 
The proof of Theorem (3.9) will be given in 5~ C-. As an immediate consequence, we have 
COROLLARY (3.10). Suppose K is ajnite special comp1e.r. Then there is a special com- 
plex X, a set of relations 
9k(X> = (M,(X), M,(X), ... 1 Mdm; qp,J 
on X, and a homomorphism 
f:M(X)+RK 
of M(X), the complex of the reduced product type generated by X modulo 9?,(X), into QK, 
which is a homotopy-equivalence. 
It should be noted here that the representation of CM as a complex of the reduced 
product type is by no means unique. For one thin,, 0 it depends on the cellular structure 
of K, and, even for the same cellular structure, it still is possible to give different representa- 
tions. For example, consider the complex 
where P, is the complex projective plane. Then we can represent RK as the reduced pro- 
duct complex (PJm corresponding to the free set of relations on P,. We can also represent 
RK as the complex of the reduced product type corresponding to the set of relations 
%(S2) = (Me, M,Mz; VP.J’ 
where Me is the basepoint of S2, MI is the complex S”, and M2 is the complex 
P* u (9 x S2), 
where Sz is the two-sphere and S2 x S2 is joined to the projective plane P, by themap 
which folds the wedge S2 v S’ onto the subcomplex S2 of P, (v~,~ are the natural maps). 
(Either directly or by appealing to Theorem (3.9) of this section one can see that the com- 
plex generated by S2 module the set of relations g2(S2) is equivalent to QK as an H-space.) 
It is too much to expect all representations of RK as a complex of the reduced product 
type to be equally useful. In fact, the more useful ones are those which come from relations 
that are simple and combinatorial in nature, such as those given in b&I below, or from those 
relations which reflect the connection between the homology of X and that of QK, such as 
the homology-commutative relations of 93 of [l]. Nevertheless, given a loopspace QK, 
where K is a finite special complex, one can proceed, in the absence of natural relations, 
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to find a reduced product type representation for RK in the following fashion. (This is 
the procedure we followed in finding the second representation of RS A P, given above.) 
Suppose, for simplicity, that 
K= SIu,ES, 
where r < s and the cell E’ is attached to S, by a suitable map 
2: 8E” = Ss-’ --t S’. Let the generating complex X be the (r - I)-sphere Y-i, and 
consider the free set of relations in two variables 
.3,(X) = (M,(X), M,(X), 1MJX): qp.J. 
(Recall that MO is the basepoint of X, M, is X, IV, is X2. the twofold reduced product of X. 
and that qP,y are the natural maps.) Then there is a homomorphism 
f : M(X) -3 RS’. 
where M(X) is the H-complex generated by X modulo Zz(X), which is also a homotopy- 
equivalence. (In fact, M(X) is X,; see [3].) Hence we can find a map 
E’: s’-2 -+ fMk(X). 
where k is some integer and M,(X) is the kth subcomplex of M(X) in the reduced product 
filtration defined by g*(X), such that./%’ is homotopic to Cc, the adjoint of c(. Now we can 
enlarge the set of relations a,(X) to a new set 
&k(X) = C%(X), . , K(X); ?p,q)r 
where, for i < k, A?,(X) is Mi(X), the ith subcomplex in the reduced product filtration of 
M(X) defined by .cJ?~(X), $fik(X) = M,(X)u,.E”-‘. and qP,4 are the maps induced by the 
multiplication in M(X). It is clear now that f extends to a homomorphism 
j? li;r (X) + Q(S”u, E”) = QK, 
which is a homotopy-equivalence by Theorem (3.9) of this section. Note that this pro- 
cedure repeated a suitable number of times will work equally well provided K is finite but 
may not work if K is infinite. 
Another corollary, which is in the nature of a converse, is the following. (It generalizes 
Theorem (2.2) of [2].) 
COROLLARY (3.11). Suppose X is a special complex, and let 
%(;Y) = (M,(X)> “. 3 Mk(X)i VP&J 
be a set of relations on X. Then there is a special complex K whose cells are in l-l corres- 
pondence with the indecomposable cells of M,(X) (‘. I e. those cells of MJX) which do not 
belong to the images of the maps rl& and a homomorphism 
f: M(X) --f R(K). 
where M(X) is the associatizle H-complex generated by X module Bk(X), which is also a 
homotopy-equica1ence.t 
t I would like to thank Dr. I. M. James for his various helpful comments, which resulted in the improve- 
ment of the presentation of this material. 
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$4. APPLICATIOSS: THE ,I,-STRUCTURES OF STASHEFF 
Suppose Xis a special complex. In studying the degrees ofassociativity of an H-structure 
on X, Stasheff introduced in [j] the notion of an A,-structure. We propose to give here a 
reformulation of his theory in the context of constructions of the reduced product type. 
Our point of view is like that of [2, $31. The reformulation is simple and natural. 
To begin with, consider the set of relations 
.21(X) = (A,(X), iGfl(X). iG,(X); Ijp,q), (4.1) 
where A, = {e’), !rfI = X, iif, = XI (the twofold reduced product of X), and ii,,, are the 
natural maps. Suppose .0(X) is the H-complex generated by X modulo &?R2(X). Then an 
A,-structure or, equivalently, an H-structure amounts to a retraction 
rz : M(X) -+ X. 
An A,-structure can be treated in a similar way [2]. There are two ways of mapping 
ioZ = X, in a(X): either by the natural imbedding, or by r2. The universal complex 
“‘M(X), say, in which these two are homotopic is generated by X modulo the set of 
relations 
3)2(X) = (6(X)> Gus,> ici,(X); qp.J, (4.2) 
where Mi = fi, for i = 0, 1, and 
M?(X) =L?,(X> U,,A,(X, x I, 
the attaching map being defined by the equations 
y2(x, 0) = x and yZ(x, 1) = I-~(X) for (x, t) in M1 x dl, and 
y2(,r, t) = x for (x, t) in A, x I 
(I is the unit interval [0, 11); and yP,s is the natural map. According to [2, $31, the AZ- 
structure on X given by r2 can be extended to an A,-structure if and only if r2 I X2 can be 
extended to a retraction 
r3 : ‘“M(X) ---* X. (4.3), 
Note that the mapping 
(VI,: M,(X)-+ M,(X), (4.4)* 
which takes the point (x, t) to (s, (1 - r)u + t), is a deformation retraction of M,(X) 
onto X. 
The general theorem on A,-structures is a generalization of the preceding considera- 
tions, 
THEOREM (4.5)“. .Suppose 
is a set ofrelations on X such that for er;ery m with 2 5 m I n there is a deformation retraction 
(m’hu: M,(X) + M,,,(X) (4.4), 
of M,,,(X) onto M,_,(X). Then X admits an &-structure. Concersely, any A,-structure on 
X arises in rhis fashion. 
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The proof will be given in 97 below. Suppose next that 
is a set of relations on X which corresponds to a certain A,-structure. When can this A,- 
structure be extended to an A,,,-structure ? The answer is given by the following result. 
THEOREM (4.6)“. .Suppose 
K(X) = (MO(X). ..’ 9 K(X); v&q) 
is a set of relations on X which corresponds to an A,-structure on X. Then this A,,-structure 
can be extended to an A,, + , -structure if and only if there is a retraction 
rn+ I : ‘“‘M(X) + M,(X), (4.3),+, 
where (“‘M(X) is the complex of the reduced product type generated by X module W,(X). 
The proof is given in $8 below. 
Remarks (4.7). (1) Note that in the set of relations 
K(X) = (MO(X), . ‘. > M”(X) ; vp.J 
of Theorem (4.9, all the complexes M,(X), n > i L 1, are of the same homotopy type. 
Thus the retraction r,,, of Theorem (4.6)” can be taken to be a retraction of (“)M(X) 
onto X. 
(2) It is possible to show, using the results of $3, that cn)M( X) is of the same homotopy- 
type as R%?‘,+l(X), the loopspace of the n-projective space of X according to Stasheff [.5]. 
Thus we can paraphrase the preceding results of this section as follows: an AZ-structure 
on X is a retraction of f&B1(X) = RS A X onto X; an AZ-structure on X induces a 2- 
projective space BI(X) for X; an A,-structure on X is a retraction of &B,(X) onto X which 
extends r2 1 X2 ; an A,-structure gives a 3-projective space Bpl(X), and so on.? 
(3) Jt might be worthwhile to elaborate on the remark given before Theorem (4.5) 
and to explain the pattern of the procedure. As we observed there, an Al-structure amounts 
to a retraction r2 of :q(X) = X, onto X. This provides us with two ways of mapping 
iii,(X) = X2 : either by rl or by the natural imbedding. An A,-structure which extends the 
given Al-structure is a retraction r3, which extends r2 1 X2, of (“M(X) onto X, where 
(2)M(X) is the universal H-complex generated by X modulo the set of relations g2(X) 
which make the two ways of mapping nz(X) = X2 in A(X) homotopic. Again we get 
two ways of mapping “‘M,(X), the third subcomplex of (“M(X) in the filtration defined 
by W,(X), in (“M(X): either by r, or by the imbedding. An A,-structure which extends 
the preceding ones is a retraction ra, which extends the preceding retractions, suitably 
restricted, of (3)M( X), the universal H-complex generated by X modulo the relations which 
make these two ways of mappin, 0 (‘)M3(X) homotopic, onto X. And so on. We find this 
particular approach rather useful in studying problems of the following sort: Given a 
special complex X with an associative multiplication z (i.e. a mapping of X x X into X 
t We have learned by letter from J. D. Stasheff that these observations are also known to him. We take 
this opportunity to thank him for many interesting conversations on A.-structures. 
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subject to the usual conditions). suppose one wants to study an additional property Q> 
say, on X. (Q could be homotopy-commutativity, for example.) One uay of attacking such 
a problem is to get a “spectral” decomposition of Q in the manner of Stasheff’s A,- 
structures. So one forms the universal relation 
a,(x) = (M,. . . . M,; qp,J 
corresponding to Q and then defines a Q,-structure to be a retraction of the H-complex 
generated by X modulo .3,(X) onto X. This provides one with tlvo ways of mapping 
M”+,(X) in M(X). The Q,-relation is the relation which makes these two ways homotopic, 
and a Q,-structure is a retraction, which extends the previous retractions, of the H-complex 
generated by this relation onto X; and so on. We hope to return to this subject in a future 
paper. 
5 5. PROOF OF THEOREM (3.9) 
The proof of this theorem is quite similar to that of Theorem (2.2) of [2] and will 
therefore be only sketched here. 
Suppose X is a special complex and 
a,(x) = (M,(X), ... , M!JX); VP/J 
is a set of relations on X. Recall that the cellular chain group 
the reduced product type generated by X modulo Z,(X), is, by 
C,(M(X)) = 1 H*(MP, MP-l), 
pto 
of M(X), the complex of 
definition, the direct sum 
where MP denotes the p-skeleton of M(X) and the homology groups are the singular groups 
with integral coefficients. According to [2], the multiplication z of M(X) induces a multi- 
plication 
Z# : C*(Mm) 0 C*(MW) + C*W(‘o. 
which turns C,(M(X)) into a graded differential algebra. The first stage of the proof 
amounts to giving a suitable set of generators for C,(M(X)), corresponding to the set of 
irreducible cells of M(X). So note that the continuous map 
‘7p.4: M,(X) x M&X) + Mp&) 
induces a homomorphism 
(qp,Jiz : C,@f,LO 0 C+cW,(W) --t GWp+&V) 
of the chain groups. Now, by definition, let D, be the subgroup of C,(M,(X)) generated 
by the images of the groups C.&M,) 8 c,(M,J under the homomorphisms (qp,,J# for all 
positive integers p and q such that p + q = r. (Here c, denotes the subgroup of C, gen- 
erated by the elements of positive degree.) We like to think of D, as the subgroup of 
C,(M,(X)) generated by the decomposable elements. 
Now consider the graded group 
Bk = f C*(Mj(X))/Dj 
j=O 
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(the grading of B, is the usual one induced on a direct sum of graded groups), and let 
T(X) = T(K) 
be the tensor algebra generated by Bk. If we give r(X) the usual grading which makes it 
a graded algebra, then T(X) can be shown to be isomorphic to C,(JI(X)) as a graded 
algebra. Moreover, as in [2], the multiplications qP,* are such that the differential operator 
of C,(iM,(X)) can be made to induce uniquely a differential operator on T(X), which turns 
T(X) into a differential graded algebra, and the differential operator on T(B,) can be defined 
so that T(B,) will be isomorphic to C,(&I(X)) as a d~erentid graded algebra. 
Consider next the set of relations 
.&(X) = (iii,(X), . ) A,(X); ‘i,,,) 
of (3.8) of $3. By the arguments sketched in the preceding paragraphs, we see that 
Bk + C,(ti,/M,) = B, + &(S AL) 
(here M, is the nth subcomplex of the reduced product filtration of M(X)) is a set of genera- 
tors for the chain algebra C,(iii(X)) of the H-complex ici(X) generated by X modulo 
g”(X). The rest of the argument can be carried out exactly as in [2]. 
$5. PRELIMINARLES FOR THE PROOFS OF THEOREMS (4.5) AND (4.6) 
Suppose 
9’,(X) = (MO(X)> am,, “. 7 ~~“(w; V&J 
is a set of relations on X, and assume that for each tn such that 2 I m $ n there is a deforma- 
tion retraction 
(m)/zu : M,, -+ Mm 
of Mm onto IV,,_,. We shall follow the notation of $4 above and the notation of [5]. 
Thus K,,, is to be the cell defined inductively in [5] as a subset of Ime’, and L, is its boundary. 
The aim of this section is to define mappings 
(p4: K, x X4 -+ M,(X) (6. ‘& 
for q = 2, . . . , m, subject to conditions similar to those of Stasheff’s A,-forms [j]. 
By definition, let 
$72: K2 x x2 + IV?(X) (6. l), 
be the mapping which takes the point (*, x) of K2 x X2 to the point [s] of M2(X), where 
X2 is the twofold Cartesian product of X and [x] = q?,,,(x). Let rz be the end of the defor- 
mation retraction (*)h, of (4.4), of $4 ((‘)h, is the deformation retraction of IV,(X) onto 
M,(X) = X), and define 
~2 = r2q2. (632 
Then the mapping 
/fz: K1 x x2 + x WI2 
defines an A,-structure on X in the sense of Stasheff [5]. 
Suppose now that we have been able to define, by induction, a sequence of mappings 
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yp: K, x Xp+ M,(X) (6.1& 
for all integers p with 2 5 p < g cc n, for some q, subject to the following conditions: 
(P&d&, s) (P, a); Xl, ,. , xp) = 
cp,(p; .~I, ... , x- 1, &(a; xk, , &+,_1), ,x,) 
q&t; xl. . . . . .Y~_~, e”. xjt L, . xp) = 1 
(6.44, 
q7-l(sj(t): s,. . ,Xj_L, .Yj-,, . .xp), I 
where sj is the degeneracy of KP into K,_, defined in [j], and 
,LL~ = r2 . . . rP_lrP(pP. (6.2), 
Ti being the end of the deformation retraction /I, of .Wi(S) onto iCfi-I(X) defined in (4.4), 
of $4. Also, a,(r, s) has the same meanin g as in [S]. There are two additional conditions 
in our induction hypothesis. First we observe that qp takes the subset L, x Xp u K, x XIpl 
into the subcomplex M,_,(X). (Here X [p1 is the subset of Xp consisting of those tuples one 
of whose coordinates is e”. This is in agreement with the notation of [j].) Let us denote by 
ep the map 
E,,: KP x X” -+ M,( X), 
which takes the point (7; I 1, , sp) to the image of the point (I~, . . . , .uJ in M,(X) under 
the multiplication q of the relation :92p(X). Consider KP as the cone on L, with center *. 
(This is in accordance with [5].) Our additional conditions are the following: 
.zp is equal to ‘pp I* x P; and (6.4b), 
the restriction to L, x Xp u KP x X@) of the homotopy contracting ‘pp to cp 
(i.e. the homotopy taking (p(~; x1, . . ) xp) to ~(uT; xl. , x,)) is itself homotopic 
to the homotopy which takes the point 
%(P ; ST1 >. . , &-1, &(c; -yk> “’ , .Y~+~_~), . , xp) to the point 
&,(P ; s, ) . , x~__~, ps(o; xk, . . , x~+~__~), . . . , xp), by contracting cp,, and then to 
the point 
E,(P ; XI 1 . ” ) .Y”_l, fps(ff:xk, . , .Y~+~__~), . ) sp), by means of the composition of 
the deformation retractions h, of MS(X) onto X (see (4.4),), and, finally, to the point 
&I; s,, . . . , xk_ 1, .~,(a; sk, . . . , x~+~_~), , xp). by the homotopy contracting 
CPS to E,, (6.4~)~ 
Observe that conditions (6.4), are satisfied trivially. In order to define (p4, we begin 
by defining it on L, x X4 u Kq x X [41 by means of the formulas (6.4),. Note that the 
relations of Proposition (3) of [j] imply that ‘ps is well-defined. Moreover, conditions 
(6.4b), and (6.4~)~ of the induction assumption tell us what qy should be on D,(r, s) x Xq, 
where Dk(r, s) is the cone of the cell Lik(r, s) (K, x K,) of L,. Thus we need only prove the 
following lemma to be able to piece together the domains of (pq and, hence, define it on 
all of K, x X4. 
LEMMA (6.5). Suppose the mo cells d,(r, s) (K, x KS) and a,.(r’, s’) (K,, x KS,) of L, 
intersect in an edge E. Then the two extensions of yq to T(E) x X4 given by the extensions 
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qf (p,, to DJr, s) x X4 and Dk.(r’, s’) x X4, dejned in accordance with (6.4b), and (6.4~),, 
are themselces homotopic. (T(E) is the cone on E.) 
Proof. There are two different cases corresponding to the two different ways of fitting 
the cells of L, together (Proposition (3) of [j]). 
Case 1. In this case E is fitted out of 
(K,. x K,.,) x K, and K,. x (K,.. x K,). 
with X: < k’ + r” and s’ = r” + s - 1. More precisely, E can be considered a cell in the image 
of (boundary K,) x K, or of K,. x (boundary KS,). In either case. 
&(r; x) = &(p’; Xi,), &(p”: .x;r,, ,L&((T; +J, .u;‘;,), ,x;,,,, 
where x;r) = (x,, . . , .$‘.- 1 1 , $) = (Xk, , ..’ , Tk- I), 
32) = (Sk, “’ , $+s-I), .x;;, = (x.,,+,, , ,x,,‘_k+k’- ,), 
and $3) = (X,,p_k+k. ) . . . ) xp). 
The induction hypothesis implies that the two extensions of qq to T(E) x X9 are homotopic. 
Case 2. In this case, E is fitted out of 
(K,,. x K,.) x K, and (K,.. x R,) x K,., 
where k>k’+s’ and r=r”+s’- 1. Thus we can consider E to lie in the image of 
(boundary K,) x KS and of (boundary K,,) x K,,. In either case, 
&(r; x) = &Q”; .$,), &.(a’; $,,), &,> L&(0; X(2)), .$,)Y 
where Xl,) = (x,, . . . , Xkf- I), u -y(1) = (Sk,, . . . , -yk’+s.- I), 
x;J, = (.$‘+s’, . . . , &-I). .r,z) = (.u,, . . . , xk+,_ 1). 
and .$) = (xk+s, . , SJ. 
Now, using the induction hypothesis, one can see that in the first stage of their defmi- 
tion (see (6.4c)), the extensions in question of (Pi are homotopic; in the second and third 
stages, one simply takes the product of the homotopies which deform ps, and 11~ to E,, and 
E, (see 6.4~~). This proves the lemma. 
Now, with the help of the preceding lemma, we define the map 
(p4: Kq x X4 -+ M,(X). (6-l), 
so that ‘ps satisfies (6.4~). The other conditions of the induction assumption are clearly 
satisfied. 
97. PROOF OF THEOREM (4.5) 
Suppose X admits a set of relations 
a,(x) = (M,(X), . 7 M,C-U; vp.J 
subject to the conditions of Theorem (4.5). Then, according to $6, we have mappings 
(pq :K4 x X4 + M,(X) 
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for 4 I n, subject to the conditions of (6.4). Now it is easy to see that. for 2 5 4 5 nt the maps 
11,: Kq x X4+ A 
of (6.2), of s6 give an An-form and, therefore. an An-structure in the sense of Stasheff [5]. 
To prove the converse. let 
pq:Kqx X4-+X (7.1), 
be an &-form on X for all ~7 such that 2 5 ~7 5 n. We need to show that X admits a set of 
relations 
a,(x) = (.M,(X). , M,(X); ~~p.y). 
subject to the conditions of Theorem (4.5). We proceed to show this by induction 
Note, first of all, that the map 
11~: Kz x X2 --+ X 
defines a retraction 
r3: X, ---* x 
where Xz is the ‘-fold reduced product of X, since K2 is a single point. Define 
M2(S) = .YL U.,,(X? x I), 
where the attaching map is defined by the equations 
yz(“, 0) = x and ~~(x, I) = T?(S), for x in X2, and] 
yz(x, t) = .v, for all x in X and t in I. I 
Now it is clear that if we let 
MO(X) = e” and M,(X) = X 
and take qP,q to be the natural maps, then the set 
.%1(X) = (MO(X), M,(X), itI,( Vp.q) 
is a set of relations on X in the sense of Definition (I .4). Observe that the map 








which takes the point (.u, I) to (x, t + (1 - I)U) is a deformation retraction of M2(X) onto 
M,(X) = X. Thus g?(X) satisfies the conditions of Theorem (4.5),. Let, by definition, 
cp2: K, x X’ --f M2(X) (782 
be the map which takes the point (*; _Y,, _YJ to the point t/r., (s,. x2) of Mz( X). Notice that 
p’z is equivalent to rl(pz. (7.9)2 
Now suppose that, by induction. we have been able to define a sequence of complexes 
M,(X). . , M,(X) and maps qP,q: M, x IV,+ M,,, such that the set 
.3,(X) = (M,(X). ,.. 1 IM,ix); qp,J (7.6), 
is a set of relations in the sense of (1.4); suppose also that. for every ~TZ such that 2 I M I k. 
we have been able to define a deformation retraction 
V7,: M,(X) -+ M,(X). (7.7), 
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which retracts ,CI,(X) onto zCl,,,_,(X), subject to the following condition. If 
r,: M,(X) -+ Mm_,(X) 
is the end of the deformation retractions, and 
cp, : Km x X” -+ Mm(X) 
(7.3), 
(7.g), 
is the map defined in 96 subject to conditions (6.4), then for rn I k: 
the maps p,” and rz . . . r,,,cp,,, are equivalent &-forms [5]. (7.9), 
We wish to extend the preceding to the stage (k + 1). To begin with, we proceed as 
we did in $6 and define a mapping 
&+r:K,+r x XL+’ -+‘L’M,+,(X). (7.&i, 
where (“M k+l(X) is the (li + l)st subcomplex of the H-complex (L’M(X) generated by X 
modulo the set of relations .gk(X) of (7.6), (see Theorem (2.4) of $2). In a straightforward 
manner one then obtains a retraction 
rli+r. .‘~‘icl,+,(X) -+ Mk(X) 
such that, for m 5 k + 1, 
the maps /L,,, and r2 r,“(p”, are equivalent as A,, r-forms. 
By definition we let 
(7.3),+ 1 
(7.9),,, 
M,+,(X) = M,(S) U.,*+,Wkfl(.Y) x I, (7.4),+ I 
where the attaching map ykfl is defined by the equations 
ykfl(,y, 0) = I and Y~+~(_Y, 1) = rk+l(x), for s in (li)M,+, \ 
Y~+~(x., t) = s, for x in Mk(X). I 
(75),+ 1 
Then, if we take qP.q to be the natural maps, the set 
.%+1(X) = (M,(X), ‘.’ I Mk+l(x); vp,J 
is a set of relations on X in the sense of Definition (1.4). Clearly the map 
(kfL)hu: Mk,,(X) -+ Mk+r(x) (7.7)k+ I 
which takes the point (x, t) to the point (.Y, t + (1 - t)u) is a deformation retraction of 
Mkfl(X) onto Mk(X). Thus the induction step is accomplished and thereby the theorem 
is proved. 
$38. PROOF OF THEORJZM (1.6) 
Suppose 
a,(X) = (IM,(X), . . . a EM,; qp,4) 
is a set of relations on X which satisfies the conditions of Theorem (4.5). Assume 
r,: M,(X) --f Mn_,(X) 
is the retraction which is the end of the deformation (“)/I of (4.4)“. Consider now the reduced 
product complex (“‘M(X) generated bv X modulo a,,(.)). Tf there is a retraction , 
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then in particular it gives us a retraction of (“‘,Cf ._,(X), the (n + I)st subcomplex 
‘“‘M(X), onto .lf,$X). Now we define, as in $7, a new set of relations 
.%+l(X> = (M,(X), .,. . iv,+I(x): r/p.y) 
which extends the given set W,(X) and therefore determines, by virtue of Theorem (4.5), 
an A,+1 -structure on X. This can easily be seen to extend the An-structure which cor- 
responds to .92,(X). 
Conversely. suppose the An-structure on X Lvhich corresponds to .%n(X) can be extended 
to an A,+l- structure on X. According to the results of $6. we can define mappings 
cp,,, : K”, x X’” + M,,,( X) 
with 2 I HI I n such that 
/lrn is equivalent to I’, rz(p ,,,, 
where ri is the retraction of M,(X) onto Mi_,(X) and the maps 
Al,,, : K,,, x ‘Y” --t x 
are those which give the A,-form which corresponds to .2,,(X). Proceeding as we did in $6, 
we can define a map 
cp . K”,, x X”+’ -+ ““M,,,(X) nil 
n such a way that (pntl, together with ‘pz, , cp,, satisfies (6.4),+, of $6. (‘“‘M,+,(X) is 
the (n + l)st subcomplex of ““M(X).) It is not hard to show that there is a retraction 
r “+,:(“)iM”+l(X)-rIL/“(X) 
such that 
p,+, is equivalent to rz rn+l(pn+13 
where p2, , pn+, define the A,+I -form corresponding to the A,+,-structure which extends 
the given one. To finish the proof, it is enough to show that there is a retraction of 
‘“‘M(X) onto M,(X). Write M for ““M(X). Denote by 8, the imbedding of M,, into M. 
Then B.+1 and /lnr,I+l agree on M,, and hence their difference, pncl - PnrnLl = g, say, [4] 
is a mapping 
g:IM”+,IM”+M, 
where M,+,/M, is the complex obtained from M,+l by identifying M, with the basepoint. 
According to $2. of [3], g has a unique extension to a homomorphism 
ga : (iM”_tJM”), --+ M. 
(M,, ,/~%f,)~ being the reduced product complex of James. To show that there is a retrac- 
tion of M onto M,, it is enough to prove the following. 
PROPOSITION (8. lo),. The map 
(9x x B”):(~“+1/M), x M”-+ M 
which takes (x, y) to g,(x)/?,(y) is CI homotopyequidence. 
To prove (8.10)“. it is enough to prove the following. 
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PROPOSITION (8.1 I),. The induced homomorphism 
G7x x BJ* : H*(C~~fn+ riwr, x iw,; q + H*W; Z,) 
is an isomorphism for all prime fields Z, of characteristic p 2 0. 
(That (8.1 l), implies (8. lo), follows by standard techniques. Let P = (M,, ,/M,), x A4. 
and Q = M. If P and Q are simply connected, then one proves (8.10)” by showing that 
(gp, x /?J* is an isomorphism on the integral homology groups, using the mapping cylinder 
of 99 x /?, and the universal coefficient theorem. Bearing in mind that xl(P) = q(Q) 
(by $2) and that P and Q are H-spaces, one can reduce the general case to the simply con- 
nected one by means of the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence of a cover.) 
The proof of (8.11)” is a straightforward, though long, computation with the Mayer- 
Vietoris sequences of the subcomplexes &fii of M (see $2). We shall indicate briefly the 
computation for the case n = 2 only, since the general case is similar. Let us write If*(Y) 
for the reduced homology groups mod p of a complex Y. Following the notation of $2, 
we consider the filtration of M by the subcomplexes Mi, I’ = 0, 1, . The following state- 
ments are easily verifiable when I = 0. For i = 1, 2, 3, 
ii), (Blr+(i- I,)*: H*(“3t+(i-1j) -+ N*(“3t+1) 
is a monomorphism, and 
(2), (‘lJr.i)*: H*(CfCIX,7 kfil) + H*(hf3f+i) 
is an isomorphism. 
Suppose (l), and (2), have been shown to be true for 0 I t 5 s - 1 for some s. We wish 
to show that they are true for t = s. The three cases of(l), and (2), being similar, we shall 
discuss only the case i = 3. assuming that the first two cases have been verified. Recall that 
by Corollary (2.5) of $2 
iM3,+j = [hfJ,+?, MI1 u W3r+l, fifA and 
[M 3s+1, MI, /MI1 = [M3s+2, Jfll n [MJsfl, IM,l; and 
[MIS7 M,l = [Mjr, M2. MI1 u [M3sr MI, M21r and 
[iM35, M,, ‘MI, MI1 = [M3,, Ml7 MI1 n [M,,, MI, iv21. 
Moreover, the multiplication in M induces a map of the proper triad ([M,,, M,, MI], 
[M3s, MI, MA Pfzs, M,, MI, MA) into the proper triad ([iM3s+2, MA [M3s+l, M211 
[M3r+1r MI, M,]). A simple analysis of the induced homomorphism between the cor- 
responding Mayer-Vietoris sequences proves that 
()73s.3)* : H*([M,,* J+f,l) -+ H*wf,,+ 3) 
is an isomorphism. This is the third part of (2),. To prove the case i = 3 of(l),, it is enough 
to show that the homomorphism 
H*(MJs+z ) --+ H,([MI,, !~,I) 
induced by the natural imbedding is a monomorphism. This can be reduced, using the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence of 
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GlQf3S . Mz, Ml], [M,,, hi,, !Cf2], (M,,. M,. ‘M,. M1]). 
to showing that the two homomorphisms 
N,([MJ,, 1M,. M,, M,]) + H*([M,,, M,. .Vz]), 
induced by 1 x ql.r x 1 and 1 x 1 x ql.* respectively, have the same kernel. But this last 
assertion is a consequence of the fact that if ~1~: Af, x M, + ,\I, is the multiplication in 
M, = X determined by the given AZ-structure, then ;I~(,D~ x I) is homotopic to /12(1 x ,u~) 
if there is a retraction r3 of M, onto .tl, (see [?I). Now we show that (l), and (2), imply 
(8.11)“. (p2)* is a monomorphism by (1):. The third part of (I!)!, t 2 0, implies that the 
Pontryagin algebra H,((M3,1Mz)r ) is imbedded by (g,.)* into H,(,tl), since H,((M,/AM2)9) 
is the tensor algebra generated by H,((111,/:M2)). The first two parts of (2), for t 2 0, imply 
that if x Oy is in H,((M,/M,),J 0 H,(Mz). then (g, x /j2)*(s 0.~) = (g,)*(x)(P2)&) 
This proves (8.1 l)?. 
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